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Memory Skills: 
Whose Concern? 
David Fraser 
Educators are now concerned that modern generations of students are not yet prepared with the 
memory skills for processing aural and visual information, let alone the information contained 
in books. Research on various memory skills when tried with various media may reveal effective 
ways to transfer not only fleeting aural and visual information but the time-honored printed 
word as well. The question is, "Which strategies are the most effective in processing which 
media?" Since a great deal of memorizing takes place in libraries, librarians are in a good posi-
tion to study this question and, perhaps, to contribute to what little is known about the effec-
tiveness of individual memory strategies during the transfer process. The author suggests that 
librarians extend their interests beyond material and electronic processing to include the proc-
essing of information in human memory. 
ho should be undertaking sci-
entific research on memory 
skills? First of all, who might be 
helped by the results of such re-
search? Students and professional 
scholars, of course, ought to be helped by 
the results. Findings may suggest new 
and improved ways to present, study, and 
mentally process information. Whose 
concern is it, then, to conduct the research 
that might help people improve their 
mental information processing skills? Ed-
ucators? Psychologists? Communications 
experts? Yes, all of them, and one more 
group-librarians. Why librarians? 
Traditionally librarians are seen in our 
society as responsible for material infor-
mation processing, even though admit-
tedly we do little more than store and re-
trieve information .1 Yet, despite the 
outward success of librarians in the prac-
tice of information processing, the profes-
sion has been roundly criticized over the 
years as lacking in theories of processing.2 
In answer to this criticism, scholar Man-
fred Koch en has maintained that ''a new 
intellectual discipline seems to be in the 
making: it is the study of processes by 
which knowledge grows. " r Regrettably, 
this engaging concept has not been articu-
lated much beyond the suggestion that it 
is ''concerned with the lawful regularities 
governing the acquisition of information 
and its transformation into knowledge.' '4 
Kochen has called this fledgling discipline 
"Epistodynamics," presumedly, "ways 
of knowing." Another prominent 
thinker, Jesse Shera, caught a glimpse of 
the same concept when he introduced his 
theory of "Social Epistemology," which 
has as its focus "the production, flow, in-
tegration, and consumption of all forms of 
communicated thought. " 5 Not until the 
recent emergence of "The Information So-
ciety," have academicians recognized that 
the information professions are based 
upon a concrete body of theory, albeit one 
shared by other disciplines. This body of 
theory consists of what we know (and 
have yet to find out) about the various 
processes information undergoes, includ-
ing its initial expression, its presentation 
through diverse media, its physical and 
intellectual control, its dissemination and 
accessibility, its comprehension by the cu-
rious, its acquisition and retentic:m in hu-
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man memory, and its persistence over 
time. 6 Theories about information proc-
essing, both material processing and men-
tal processing, are the very bases not only 
of education, psychology, and communi-
cations but of librarianship and informa-
tion science as well. Yet, while librarians 
seem versed in material processing ( classi-
fying, indexing, and searching), it is hard 
to imagine librarians as theorists in mental 
information processing-unless one con-
siders the librarian's counseling function. 
Counseling mental information pro-
cessing, however, has long been thought 
the province of educators, psychologists, 
and communications experts. And with 
good reason. These practitioners boast 
good track records in helping people find 
ways to improve their abilities to process 
information. Educators, for instance, are 
presently raising questions about the ef-
fects of individual differences on the men-
tal approach a person might bring to infor-
mation processing tasks. 7 Among 
psychologists today, fresh interest in the 
mysteries of the mind has fostered a new 
branch of investigation, one which unre-
servedly opens the "black boxes" of our 
brains to speculate how they work-how 
they acquire, organize, and process infor-
mation, how they commit material to 
memory. 8 Communications experts have 
long shown an interest in improving the 
processes by which information reaches 
people's memories. They are concerned 
that if the medium through which a partic-
ular message is presented turns out to be 
hard to process, the message may never 
reach its intended audience. 9 Are librari-
ans also in a position to counsel people on 
ways to process information mentally? 
Are we librarians needed in the investiga-
tion of problems related to mental infor-
mation processing? 
Problems today may require ''team'' so-
lutions. Concern over the flagging ability 
of today' s students to process and retain 
information has led to studies of our edu-
cational system, particularly regarding its 
effectiveness in preparing students to 
cope in an "information society." Critic 
Neil Postman observes that "schools are 
still promoting the idea that the main 
source of wisdom is to be found in li-
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braries."1° From this assumption follows 
that the main medium for conveying wis-
dom is still the written word, and, further, 
that the main process for acquiring wisdom 
is still, of course, reading. Yet recent re-
search indicates that the vast majority of 
young generations in this country demon-
strate "very few skills for examining the 
nature of the ideas they take away from 
their reading," and investigators are urg-
ing educators to begin preparing students 
to function in a society where information 
and its management are linked to spoken 
and pictorial media as well. 11 Most teach-
ers, however, still seem to be convinced 
that literacy is the richest source of infor-
mation, even in face of the fact that mod-
ern generations are spending billions of 
dollars a year on radios, records, and vid-
eos, and spending equal billions of hours 
in front of TV sets. Both formal surveys 
and casual observation confirm that enor-
mous numbers of Americans today obtain 
their daily information not primarily from 
reading, but rather from tuning into the 
aural and visual sources of radio and tele-
vision.12 In a given day, for example, most 
people devote from 42 to 48 percent of 
their time to listening and viewing, and 
only 10 to 15 percent to reading. 13 
If it is true that we modern generations 
obtain much of our information from 
sources other than printed media, then 
what skills do we have at our disposal for 
remembering aural and visual informa-
tion? How do we learn to listen, and how 
do we learn to observe? Does today' s stu-
dent know how to "memorize" such in-
formation as might be contained in "that 
required 'Cosmos' episode on last night?" 
Many of us are seemingly so inept at aural 
and visual retention that we are unable to 
remember last night's TV program the fol-
lowing day-even if we wanted to. 14 Each 
medium of communication, written, spo-
ken, or pictorial, contains a unique 
metaphysic-each medium makes special 
kinds of claims on our senses and, there-
fore, on our various processing skills. 15 If 
we were to discover what we do wrong in 
the listening and viewing processes, if we 
were to develop specific memory skills to 
strengthen our listening and viewing 
comprehension, perhaps then we would 
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have a better chance of recalling last 
night's fleeting aural and visual informa-
tion. 
Reading itself, when one comes to think 
of it, is really an aural process.16 Most of us 
seem to deal with written information by 
speaking the words to ourselves internally 
as we read along.17 (Right now, if you are 
saying these very words silently to your-
self, you are living proof that at least some 
of us subvocalize as we read.) So, since 
some of us convert the sight of a word to 
its corresponding sound before process-
ing it, the act of reading should probably 
be studied as a form of listening. Perhaps 
our brains prefer to deal with the sounds of 
words (either sounds heard aloud or 
sounds reported silently), and may have 
difficulty processing written information 
· from just the sights of words alone .18 Our 
memory for written information, then, 
might actually be aural memory! That this 
could be possible is the subject of contin-
ual debate, especiall¥ among teachers of 
elementary reading. 1 Presently the swing 
between theories of early reading seems to 
be away from the "whole-word" sight 
method back towards the "letter-by-
letter" phonic method, so that listening 
skills are now being emphasized by some 
teachers more than visual recognition 
skills. 20 Another instance of our apparent 
reliance on listening skills is the common 
phenomenon of near-deaf persons' 
speaking loudly. Perhaps they do so not 
because they think others are unable to 
hear, but rather because they have trouble 
listening to their own voices. Carrying this 
line of speculation further, if we do not 
possess strategies for listening to what our 
subvocal voices recite as we scan the 
printed page (if we are in fact capable of 
reading and listening at the same time), 
our chances of remembering what we 
have read may be very slim indeed. 
There must be ways to form durable re-
membrances of information even when it 
is only quickly read or momentarily heard 
or seen. By designing experiments to test 
the effectiveness of various strategies for 
processing various media, we may strike 
upon new models for mastering informa-
tion, not only when it is presented 
through written texts, but also when it ap-
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pears in the increasingly popular, but in-
herently ephemeral, spoken and pictorial 
forms. 
One approach to exploring how people 
might create "durable remembrances of 
information" whether presented in writ-
ing, speech, or picture, is to review what 
we know about the development of mem-
ory and to rethink the basic principles of 
successful memorization. What is it that 
makes a piece of information "stick" in 
memory? How does one go about devel-
oping "a well-stocked mind?" Too often 
we hear college graduates say they wish 
they could go back to school. They say that 
with what they know now, they would get 
more out of college. What do they know 
now that they didn't know before? One 
explanation is they simply know more 
about how their memory works. 21 Perhaps 
over the years they have acquired a variety 
of memory techniques and strategies that 
had not occurred to them earlier in life. 
Psychologists say that "the main differ-
ence between young children and mature 
memorizers is the tendency to employ a 
variety of mnemonic strategies whenever 
feasible." 22 When most of us are con-
fronted by the task of studying and memo-
rizing an entirely new piece of 
information-for instance an historical 
event, or a scientific formula, or the ele-
ments of a literary plot-we apparently ei-
ther search in prior memory for something 
similar with which to associate the new in-
formation, or we concoct some kind of 
memory strategy, verbal or visual, clever 
or mundane, by which that unfamiliar 
new material can not only be initially proc-
essed, but be "permanently" retained 
and readily recalled .23 Mature learners re-
alize how to improve memory by linking 
new information to old information al-
ready stored in long-term memory .24 
Quite simply, they have developed what 
Alfred Binet (of Stanford-Binet-aptitude-
test fame) calls ''mnemonic virtuosity.'' A 
person who has built a repertory of mne-
monic strategies can probably memorize 
information faster and remember it longer 
than a person to whom the thought of us-
ing memory strategies has never oc-
curred. And it stands to reason that cer-
tain memory strategies might work better 
than others in memorizing information 
from certain kinds of media. That these 
simple but intriguing phenomena may be 
true is a presumption requiring investiga-
tion. 
"No two people think alike." This may 
be just another way of saying not every-
one approaches the acquisition of infor-
mation in quite the same way. We all seem 
to have our own processing preferences 
and rely on those preferred ways out of 
habit. 25 Persons who can readily process 
everything they read, for example, may 
have difficulty processing information 
they either hear or observe. And vice 
versa. Are the memory strategies we em-
ploy for processing textual information 
the same ones we should actively use 
when we want to remember what is being 
said in an important meeting or to recall 
the images we are watching in a special TV 
program? When we set out to commit ma-
terial to memory, what are the memory 
strategies we might apply to the chal-
lenge? Do some strategies work for us in-
dividually while other strategies fail? 
Could there, in fact, be certain "right" 
types of memory strategies that would be 
particularly effective for us when matched 
to particular media-one group of strate-
gies, perhaps, for verbal media and an-
other type for pictorial media? If so, can 
these "right strategies" be articulated and 
classified for discussion and testing? 
More importantly, why is it that, even 
when we think to employ memory strate-
gies, not all of us experience improved 
memory performance?26 Could it be we 
sometimes select an inappropriate mem-
ory strategy for the medium at hand? Can 
our information processing abilities be en-
hanced, perhaps, by our knowing which 
memory strategy to employ for the partic-
ular medium we are faced with? For exam-
ple, when it comes to written media, one 
person may read a paragraph of text and 
vocalize the material either aloud or si-
lently, thereby fixing the information in 
mind as a series of mental phonemes. This 
act of rehearsing is still the most common 
strategy for rote memory work from writ-
ten media. 27 A second person may read 
the same information and choose instead 
to visualize pictures from the written mate-
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rial in order to represent them in memory 
as a series of mental images. 28 Many artists 
report a facility for creating mental pic-
tures from words. A third person might 
process the same information by forming 
images of the words and s~ntences them-
selves. This seems to be a popular choice 
of speed-readers, note takers, and feople 
with "photographic memories."2 If the 
target information were to have been pre-
sented through either a spoken or pictorial 
medium rather than a written one, the 
choice between processing strategies, ei-
ther vocalizing or visualizing, would have 
been the same. The key question is worth 
repeating: "Which set of strategies, vocal-
ization or visualization, might be the most 
effective for the medium at hand?" 
Discovering the whole answer, if there 
is one, would involve isolating and testing 
all the independent variables that affect 
human cognition and memorization, in-
cluding not only various memory strate-
gies and media, but also variations in the 
meaningfulness of target information, dif-
ferences in sensory astuteness from one 
individual to another, the influence of set-
tings other than the laboratory, and the 
choices resulting simply from personal 
preferences. Isolating two sets of varia-
bles, "different kinds of memory strate-
gies" and "different kinds of media," 
however, may be a good way to begin. 
Perhaps the first step in investigating 
the relationships between memory strate-
gies and media would be to explore peo-
ple's memorizing behavior while they are 
in the process of mastering information 
from different modes of presentation. The 
hope would be to identify unusual strate-
gies of individual invention (which might 
later be classified into distinct categories 
along with strategies already known). 
Then we might test these categories of 
memory strategies in experiments de-
signed to determine their relative effec-
tiveness on human memory when infor-
mation is presented through various 
written, spoken, and pictorial forms. The 
significance of this kind of research lies in 
the chance we might discover wliich com-
binations of memory strategy and me-
dium facilitate the transfer of information 
into memory and prolong its retention 
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there. Correlations of memory strategies 
with media could point up unusually ef-
fective processing combinations, or what 
might be called "distinctive styles of 
studying." For example, one style of 
studying might be to apply a visualization 
strategy in memorizing information from 
a written medium. Another possibility 
would be to employ a vocalization strat-
egy with certain pictorial media. And so 
on. Our eventual ability to recommend al-
ternative styles of studying to individual 
learners promises to give new importance 
to the counseling of study habits. 
Still, what does all this have to do with 
librarians? Some library educators have 
realized that counseling study habits is 
one of the fundamental concerns of the 
profession. 30 This impression has been 
substantiated by research in the field. 31 A 
recent survey conducted at Haverford 
College, for example, shows that the li-
brar~ there functions primarily as a study 
hall! 2 Of the 761 users in the Haverford 
sample, 425 entered the library for the ex-
press purpose of studying their own 
books. This should come as no surprise . 
After all, scholarship begins with study 
and memory work, and libraries are gen-
erally conducive surroundings for those 
purposes. The use of libraries for memory 
work has gradually placed a special educa-
tional responsibility on librarians-that of 
"tutor" or "learners' advisor."33 
Why should we librarians be concerned 
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about the development of memory skills? 
Research on memory skills involves ask-
ing not so much about how the mind 
works (this question is being addressed by 
cognitive scientists), but rather about what 
makes the mind work, a question for infor-
mation scientists . Call it "episto-
dynamics," or "social epistemology," or 
"information science," we librarians 
should be as much concerned about peo-
ple's abilities to process information as we 
are about people's abilities to find it, espe-
cially if we intend to tutor and advise 
learners on their approaches to studying. 
If we are to help people develop effective 
study skills, we too should join in the re-
search on human information processing 
and experiment with various vocalization 
and visualization memory strategies our-
selves. 34 
In a larger sense, if information profes-
sionals are able to teach students how to 
try different memory strategies with dif-
ferent media on their own until they strike 
upon the most effective combinations for 
themselves in particular, then at least we 
shall have helped them become aware of 
the range of studying styles at their dis-
posal. Perhaps if they reach this stage of 
self-awareness they will be demonstrating 
the very skills our nation's educational 
watchdogs sense are necessary for'' exam-
ining the nature of ideas," whether those 
ideas come from books or from the more 
popular media of radio and television. 
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